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Abstract

Objectives: The present systematic review focused on the prevention or treatment of three main types of pelvic floor dysfunctions
(PFDs) specifically pelvic organ prolapse (POP), urinary incontinence (UI), and fecal incontinence (FI) using physiotherapy and
pelvic floor muscle exercises (PFMEs). With regard to the breadth of the problem, there is not much evidence grounded on the best
management. The main purpose of this systematic review was to evaluate the effects of physiotherapy and PFMEs on the prevention
and treatment of pregnancy-related PFDs; namely, POP, FI, and UI. Therefore, this review incorporated studies comparing the use
of physiotherapy and PFMEs with every other existing interventions.
Methods: This systematic review and meta-analysis was conducted on randomized-controlled-trial (RCT) articles and quasi-RCT
designs through a search in the studies published with no time limits until December 2017 in the databases of PubMed (Medline),
Web of Science, Scopus, Embase, Cochrane Library, and ProQuest. The meta-analysis was also applied for data synthesis. Moreover,
heterogeneity was assessed using Cochran’s Q test and I2 index.
Results: A total number of 26 RCTs were examined in this review in which the outcome variables were related to POP, UI, and FI
prevalence; POP, UI, and FI severity, as well as pelvic floor muscle (PFM) strength and endurance. In most articles, UI prevalence
or severity in intervention groups had significantly improved compared with those in controls. The number of studies examining
POP and FI was also relatively low. In two studies, FI severity or prevalence in intervention groups had significantly enhanced in
comparison with those in control groups; however, FI prevalence in two articles had been reported lower in intervention groups
than that in control groups although no significant difference had been observed. There was also no significant improvement in
intervention groups in two other studies in this respect. Besides, three articles had not reported traces of improvement in POP, as well
as a significant difference between intervention and control groups. Nevertheless, two studies had found a significant improvement
in POP in this regard. Based on meta-analysis results for the variable of PFM strength, Cochran’s Q test (P < 0.001) and I2 index
(90.02) indicated heterogeneity between studies; so, a random-effect meta-analysis was applied to estimate overall effect sizes. The
overall mean differences following intervention between the study groups were also equal to 6.94, with a 95% CI (1.36 to 12.52).
Conclusions: It was concluded that physiotherapy and PFMEs might have effects on pregnancy-related UI, but they had not
consistently reduced FI severity or prevalence and failed to constantly improve POP.
Keywords: Physiotherapy, Pelvic floor muscle exercise, Pelvic organ prolapse, Urinary incontinence, Fecal incontinence

Introduction
Pelvic floor dysfunctions (PFDs), viz pelvic organ
prolapse (POP), urinary incontinence (UI), and fecal
incontinence (FI) characterize the main side effects
induced by pregnancy and childbirth (1,2).
Approximately 30%-50% of postpartum women also
suffer from UI and 3%-10% of them can be affected by
FI (3,4). Although there are few studies on postpartum
POP, some of them have reported that more than 50% of
women are experiencing mild POP following childbirth
(5,6). Given the high prevalence of postpartum PFDs
and how they shape quality of life, many researchers have

also investigated the effects of different interventions
on the prevention and treatment of pregnancy-related
PFDs. Thus, a systematic Cochrane review was fulfilled
to shed light on the effects of PFMEs on UI prevention
and treatment among prenatal and postpartum women
and its results revealed that PFMEs were better than no
interventions for patients with postnatal incontinence,
but intensive and supervised exercises had brought
about better effects compared with home-based ones (7);
therefore, it is essential to have a specific protocol for each
patient (8).
Physiotherapeutic interventions are also recommended
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for the treatment of PFDs. Moreover; PFMEs, biofeedback,
stabilization exercises, electrical stimulation, and use of
vaginal cones are accessible tools for PFM physiotherapists
(5,9-13).

investigators also explored the searched articles to select
the ambiguous cases based on the inclusion criteria. The
most relevant or recent duplicate studies were enrolled as
well.

Aim
The main purpose of this study was to check articles
examining the effects of physiotherapy and PFMEs
compared with no interventions in terms of prevention
and treatment of pregnancy-related PFDs including POP,
FI, and UI.

Data Extraction
The required data were extracted from the articles
included in the review using a modified standardized
data extraction tool by two independent reviewers. The
extraction table presents information about interventions,
populations, study methods, and outcomes of the articles
and their significance to the review question and its
specific objectives (Supplementary file 2).

Methods
The protocol of this systematic review was registered in
the international database of prospectively registered
systematic reviews in health and social care (PROSPERO;
Registred No. CRD42018103654) .
Eligibility Criteria
This systematic review included all published articles
meeting the following criteria:
a. RCTs or studies with a quasi-RCT design
b. Pregnant women with or without POP, UI, and FI
c. Postpartum women with or without POP, UI, and FI
d. Postpartum women undergoing natural childbirth or
Cesarean section
e. Different types of physiotherapy intervention
methods
f. Control group with or without any treatments
g. Outcome variables related to POP, UI, FI prevalence;
POP, UI, FI severity, as well as FFM strength and
endurance
h. Published in English; and
i. Published until December 2017
Non-English articles and non-RCTs or those without a
quasi-RCT design were excluded.
Search Strategy
With no time limits until December 2017, the articles
published in the databases of PubMed (Medline), Web of
Science, Scopus, Embase, Cochrane Library, and Proquest
were searched to meet the main purpose of this systematic
review.
The search strategy included a combination of Medical
Subject Headings (MeSH) and free keywords such as
prenatal, postnatal, postpartum, pelvic floor muscle
exercise, pelvic floor dysfunction, pelvic organ prolapse,
urinary incontinence, and fecal incontinence. The search
strategy is accessible in Supplementary file 1.
Study Selection
In the first step, the titles and abstracts of the published
articles were reviewed to exclude the irrelevant ones. Then,
in the second step, the abstracts of the included studies
were reviewed. Finally, in the third step, the full-texts
of the relevant articles were analyzed. Two independent
126

Assessment of Methodological Quality
The selected studies were critically appraised by two
independent reviewers for their methodological quality
using standardized critical appraisal instruments for
physiotherapy research from Physiotherapy Evidence
Database (PEDro) (14) (Supplementary file 3). Any
possible disagreements between reviewers were also
resolved via discussions, or recruitment of a third reviewer.
Data Synthesis
The comprehensive meta-analysis (CMA) was used to
pool, if possible, the findings of the articles in the statistical
meta-analysis. The effect size was also reported as mean
differences for continuous data with a 95% confidence
interval (CI). Furthermore, Cochran’s Q test and I2
index were used to explore heterogeneity. According to
the results obtained from the calculated heterogeneity,
random-effects model and meta-regression were applied
in the meta-analysis.
Moreover, the duration of intervention was evaluated
by subgroup analysis. A forest plot was correspondingly
drawn for all outcomes as the reports of 95% CI and twosided P value. The narrative form was then employed
to pool, if impossible, the findings of articles, including
tables and figures. The publication bias was subsequently
evaluated by a funnel plot for 10 or more studies enrolled
in the meta-analysis. The Begg and Mazumdar rank
correlation test was also considered to explore funnel plot
asymmetry.
Results
Study Selection
Following the search, all the identified citations were
collated and uploaded into EndNote software and duplicate
cases were removed. Full-text studies that had failed to
meet the inclusion criteria were also excluded. The results
of the search were also presented in a Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
(PRISMA) flow diagram. The search in the databases led
to the identification of a total of 745 potentially relevant
articles. Finally, 26 studies (25 RCTs and 1 with a quasiRCT design) examining the effects of physiotherapy and
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PFMEs on the treatment and prevention of pregnancyrelated PFDs, specifically POP, UI, and FI were included
in this review (3,15-39) (Figure 1). The sample size varied
from 20 to 1800.

Physiotherapy and PFMEs for UI Prevention
Of the studies included in the present review, 9 articles
(23,26,28,29,32-35) had investigated the effects of
physiotherapy and PFMEs on UI prevention during the
2nd and 3rd trimesters of pregnancy and the postpartum
period. As well, 8 studies (23,26,28,29,32-35) had used
PFMEs with different protocols for intervention groups. In
this respect; Stafne et al (36) had considered a therapeutic
exercise program containing aerobic and balance exercises
as well as PFMEs for an intervention group.
Out of 9 studies, UI severity or prevalence in the
intervention group had significantly improved in 6 cases
(26,29,32-34). In three other articles (28,35), no significant
difference had been observed between groups in terms of
UI prevalence.
Physiotherapy and PFMEs for UI Treatment
A total number of 9 studies incorporated into this review
(15,19-21,24,30,37-39) had shed light on the effects of
physiotherapy and PFMEs on UI treatment within the 2nd
and 3rd trimesters of pregnancy and during the postpartum
period. The therapeutic interventions implemented in

1381 citations identified for
screening

636 duplicate studies were
removed

745 studies retrieved

672 studies were excluded
because of non-relevant

70 full-text articles assessed for
eligibility

636 duplicate studies were
removed

Inclusion

Eligibility

Selection

Identification

Generation of Results
Physiotherapy and PFMEs for POP Prevention and
Treatment
A total of 4 articles selected in this review had explored
the effects of physiotherapy and PFMEs on POP
prevention and treatment during pregnancy and at
postpartum period (16,17, 39). In this respect, therapeutic
interventions in two studies were PFMEs (3,17). In the
study by Bernardes et al (16), both groups had also received
interventions, i.e. PFMEs in one group and PFMEs along
with hypopressive abdominal exercises (HAEs) in the
other group. In the study by Yang et al (39), both groups
had received interventions including Kegel exercises and
pelvic movements in one group, as well as PFMEs and
electrostimulation in the other one. In both articles (3,17),
no significant difference was observed between the groups
in terms of POP severity or prevalence. In the study by
Bernardes et al (16), both groups had also benefitted from
an intervention and a significant improvement had been
reported in the cross-sectional area of the levator ani
muscle and POP compared with that in the controls.
Moreover, Glazener et al (21) in a study with a 12-year
follow-up (40) had examined the effects of physiotherapy
and PFMEs on postpartum POP treatment. The

therapeutic intervention adopted in this study included
PFMEs together with bladder exercises. Additionally, no
significant difference was observed between the study
groups. The POP prevalence in the intervention group
had also significantly declined in the study by Yang et al
(39).

44 studies were excluded
because of non-English
language, access only to the
abstract or other reasons

26 studies included in
systematic review

44 studies were excluded
because of non-English
language, access only to the
abstract or other reasons

Figure 1. Flow Diagram of Systematic Review for Included.
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three studies were PFMEs (15,19,38), and that was PFMEs
and bladder retraining in the study by Glazener et al
(21), PFMEs and use of vaginal cones in one study (37),
a series of trunk stabilization exercises and PFMEs in the
study by Kim et al (24), and transverse abdominal muscle
training together with PFMEs in the study by Dumoulin
et al (20). In the study by Yang et al (39), both groups
had received interventions including Kegel exercises and
pelvic movements in the control group as well as PFMEs
and electrostimulation in the intervention one. PFMEs
along with biofeedback and behavioral therapy had been
also considered as the therapeutic interventions used in
the study by Oakley et al (3o)
The UI severity or prevalence in the intervention group
had significantly improved in four articles (21,24,37,
39). In the study by Glazener et al (21), with two followup intervals of 6 (41) and 12 (40) years, a moderate
improvement had been observed in the short-term in
UI control in the intervention group (i.e. at a one-year
postpartum period); however, it had not persisted after 6
and 12 years. During this period, the UI prevalence had
also increased in both groups, which could be attributable
to lower levels of motivation to do exercises over time. In
three studies (15,30,38), the UI severity or prevalence had
been also decreased in both groups, and no significant
difference had been reported between both groups. In
the study by Dinc et al (19), incontinence severity and
prevalence had significantly diminished at pre- and
postnatal periods in the intervention group and had
subsequently diminished in the postpartum period in
the controls. In the article by Dumoulin et al (20) using
a 7-year follow-up, no difference was observed in UI
severity between intervention and control groups.
Physiotherapy and PFMEs for UI Prevention and Treatment
Among the studies selected for this review, a total of 4
articles had questioned the effects of physiotherapy and
PFMEs on UI prevention and treatment within the 2nd
and 3rd trimesters of pregnancy and during postpartum
period (3,18,22,25), in healthy women and patient
ones. Accordingly, PFMEs had been examined in three
studies (3,22,25), and PFMEs with transverse abdominal
muscle contractions and the knack maneuver had been
implemented in the study by Chiarelli et al (18). In two
studies (18,25), PFMEs had also demonstrated better
effects in terms of recovery of incontinence symptoms;
however, no significant difference had been observed in
other two studies (3,22).
Physiotherapy and PFMEs for FI Prevention
Only one of the studies (36) included in the present review
had investigated the effects of physiotherapy and PFMEs
on FI prevention at prenatal and postpartum periods.
In this study, therapeutic training sessions including
aerobic and balance exercises along with PFMEs had
been considered for the intervention group. Following
128

the exercises, FI prevalence in the intervention group had
become lower than that of the control group; however, no
significant difference had been reported.
Physiotherapy and PFMEs for FI Treatment
A total of 5 studies in the present review had examined the
effects of physiotherapy and PFMEs on FI treatment during
pregnancy and at postpartum period (21,27,30,31). The
therapeutic interventions were also comprised of PFMEs
and bladder exercises in the study by Glazener et al (21),
PFMEs and use of vaginal cones in the study by Wilson et
al (37), PFMEs together with biofeedback and behavioral
therapy in the study by Oakley et al (30), and biofeedback
training in the study by Peirce et al (31). In the article by
Mahony et al (29), both study groups had received training
interventions, i.e. one group had performed PFMEs along
with biofeedback and the other group had undergone
PFMEs, biofeedback, and electrostimulation. In the study
by Mahony et al (29), both groups had demonstrated a
significant improvement in terms of FI severity. In the
study by Oakley et al (30), FI severity had decreased and
no significant difference had been observed between both
intervention and control groups. In the study by Peirce et al
(31), there was also no significant difference in FI severity
between groups. Moreover, in the article by Glazener et
al (21), FI prevalence had significantly diminished in the
intervention group, but a moderate improvement had
been observed in FI control in the intervention group for a
short period (i.e. one year following childbirth) which had
not persisted after 6 and 12 years. In the study by Wilson
et al (37), no significant difference had been similarly
reported in terms of IF prevalence between groups.
Meta-Analysis
In this study, meta-analysis was performed using the
CMA (version 2.2.064) on the variable of PFM strength
after the end of the intervention via a perineometer. The
effect sizes used in these analyzes were also considered as
the mean difference values.
According to the results of studies on homogeneity,
Cochran’s Q test (P < 0.001) and I2 index equal to 90.02,
being larger than the acceptable amount for homogeneity
study (25%), the selected studies were assumed
heterogeneous, so random-effects model was implemented
to combine their results. The mean differences of the PFM
strength between the intervention and control groups
following the intervention as the overall effect size based
on a random-effects model was 6.94 with a 95% CI (1.36
to 12.52). The results are presented in Table 1.
Based on Kendall tau’s correlation coefficient test
(Begg and Mazumdar rank correlation test: Kendall’s tau
correlation coefficient = 0.6, P = 0.22), the publication
bias was not also significant; but, in terms of publication
bias (i.e. skewed dissemination) using the funnel plot,
asymmetry (in terms of the standard error difference of
reported averages) indicated skewedness.
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Table 1. Meta-analysis of the Mean Differences Between the Intervention and Control Groups After the Intervention as the Overall Effect Size With a Random
Effect Method

Study Name

Difference in Mean

Standard Error

Variance

Lower limit

Upper limit

Z Value

P Value

Kim et al (24)

17.670

3.681

13.550

10.455

24.885

4.800

0.000

Kahyaoglu et al (23)

4.200

2.253

5.076

-0.216

8.616

1.864

0.062

Wilson et al (37)

0.000

1.477

2.181

-2.895

2.895

0.000

1.000

Dink et al (19)

15.800

3.106

9.646

9.713

21.887

5.087

0.000

Reilly et al (34)

1.000

1.192

1.420

-1.336

3.336

0.839

0.401

Our study

6.944

2.846

8.101

1.365

12.523

2.440

0.015

It should be noted that studies with moderate effect sizes
had a relative symmetry. In contrast, there were no studies
with effect sizes up or down. In this respect, hollow dots
indicate the amount of effect sizes reported in existing
studies and bold ones represent the amount of effect sizes
that should be present or absent in the case of non-skewed
publication.
The results were also calculated by the time of
intervention, namely pre- and post-natal periods, showing
that the combined effect size value with the randomized
method on the pregnancy-related interventions (6.54) was
less than those in postpartum studies (8.51). It seemed
that the time of intervention could be one of the factors
affecting heterogeneity of the results of articles.
Subgroup analysis was also fulfilled based on the time of
intervention (during pregnancy or at postpartum period
as the subgroups). Given that the variance of studies in
the subgroups was not equal, a mixed-effects analysis was
used to combine their results. Combining the results of
the subgroups of the onset of intervention with mixedeffects analysis to find general results by applying the
heterogeneity caused by the time of intervention, led to
an estimate of 6.85 for the mean differences with 95% CI
between 3.52% and 12.39% (Table 2).
With regard to the results of meta-regression analysis to
investigate the heterogeneity of the studies, the duration
of the intervention was weekly. The results also suggested
that the given variable could have a significant effect on
the effect sizes reported in the studies (P = 0.002). One
of the reasons for the heterogeneity of the given articles
could be the duration of the intervention, so that the
observed effect sizes (namely, the difference between both
groups) could decrease as the duration of the intervention
had prolonged (Figure 2).
The plot of the meta-regression assessing the effect of

the duration of the intervention on the mean differences
of PFM strength between the intervention and control
groups following the intervention is illustrated in Figure 3.
As well, the results of meta-regression investigating the
effect of the duration of the intervention on the mean
differences of the PFM strength between the intervention
and control groups after the intervention is shown in
Table 3.
Discussion
This systematic review was completed to evaluate RCTs,
as well as articles with quasi-RCT designs questioning the
effects of physiotherapy and PFMEs on the treatment and
prevention of pregnancy-related PFDs specifically POP,
UI, and FI.
Since numerous studies had been carried out on this
subject, there was a wide variety of sample sizes, different
inclusion and exclusion criteria, as well as various
methods for treatment protocols and outcome measures.
Accordingly, the analysis was very complicated in the
present study and the meta-analysis was conducted on
only a small number of articles.
There were also many studies conducted on UI adopting
various physiotherapy methods, mostly demonstrating
significant effects on the improvement of UI symptoms.
A systematic review had been further conducted in 2003,
which had only included articles using PFMEs for the
prevention of pregnancy-related PFDs (5). Besides, Boyle
et al in 2012 had fulfilled a Cochrane systematic review
and reported that PFMEs could be reflected as effective
prevention and treatment strategies for UI and FI in
prenatal and postpartum women (7). Another systematic
review in 2014 had also evaluated the effects of PFMEs
on the prevention and treatment of pregnancy-related
UI; suggesting that PFMEs, especially supervised ones

Table 2. Subgroup Analysis Based on Time of Intervention as the Subgroups

Groups

Effect size and %95 Confidence Interval
Number of Studies

Point Estimate

Standard Error

Variance

Lower Limit

Upper Limit

Postpartum

2

8.513

8.829

77.954

-8.792

25.818

Pregnancy

3

6.544

3.839

14.739

-0.981

14.069

Over all

5

6.857

3.521

12.396

-0.043

13.758
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Figure 2. Funnel Plot to Assess Publication Bias.
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Figure 3. Plot of Meta-Regression to Assess Effect of Intervention Duration on the Mean Differences of the Pelvic Floor Muscle Strength Between the
Intervention and Control Groups after the Intervention.

had effectiveness in the prevention and treatment of UI
symptoms in postpartum women (42).
According to this systematic review and despite the
wide range of methodological differences, most of the
selected articles were about patients suffering from UI
and there were a small number of studies investigating
patients affected with FI and POP. However, most of the
articles had concluded that PFMEs and physiotherapy
could have much more effects on pregnancy-related UI
at least for a short period of time than no interventions
and also PFMEs would have better results if they had been
intensive and supervised.
Although it was not easy to reach a conclusion regarding
the studies examining the effects of physiotherapy and
PFMEs on patients with FI and POP, it was suggested

to do the same systematic review in the future through
adding in more studies about postpartum FI and POP.
Generally, it can be acknowledged that physiotherapy
and PFMEs are low-cost and non-invasive interventions
with no adverse effects which have been preferred by
clinicians over any other invasive procedures.
Conclusions
According to this systematic review, physiotherapy and
PFMEs seem to have effects on pregnancy-related UI
although they may not consistently reduce FI or POP
severity or prevalence.
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Table 3. Results of Meta Regression to Assess the Effect of Intervention Duration on the Mean Differences of the Pelvic Floor Muscle Strength between the
Intervention and Control Groups after the Intervention

Point Estimate

Standard Error

Lower Limit

Upper Limit

Z Value

P Value

-0.25432

0.08506

-0.42104

-0.08760

-2.98975

0.00279

Intercept

8.43159

2.01517

4.48192

12.38126

4.18405

0.0003

Tau-squared

47.04237

Slope
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